TITLE EVENT-PILOT & CO-PILOT
Event description:
“Your Wings Already Exist, All You Have to Do Is Fly”
-Reuben Watson.
Here is the actual game begins with your technical and non-technical perspectives of
everything; overall this event gives you a rollercoaster experience. Witness the real
challenge.
Event format:
There will be three rounds. You are alone; it’s not a team event.
Round 1: Wikipedia
Eligibility: All are welcome
Rules:
1. There are 21 questions in this round.
2. You will be given 10 Aptitude questions and 10 from engineering fundamentals and you
will be asked to solve in 30mins.
3. Exception: There will be one wild card question if you answer it, you go to the finals
directly!!!
To win:
1. People with the greatest number of right answers get into the round 2.
2. If tied Maths puzzle is the tie breaker.

Round 2: Just do it
Eligibility: Top 10 from the first round are allowed.
Rules:
1. We will give you a phenomenon (Basic Physics – Mechanics, fluid dynamics etc.).
2. There will be a table in front of you with some items (Ex. Rubber, twig, chalk, anything)
3. Demonstrate that topic with those things and you have the key to the next round. Winning
To win:
1. Shortest time, shortest answer gets the highest points.
2. The clearer you are the more you score (I am a child who doesn’t know physics).
Round 3: Guess the Legends
Eligibility: Top 5 from the previous round and wild cards (if any)
Rules:
1. Only eligible people will attend this round.
2. Questions related to invention/discovery by scientists will be asked. Participants should
guess the name of the inventor.
3. One who answers maximum number of questions, wins.
Contact:
NAME: SHAKTHI VIGNESH J
Ph no.: 7338713769
NAME: SUBHATHRA S
Ph no.: 9092605020

Email: flight@mitindia.edu
Date: 13.05.2022
Time: 9 AM
Prize Money: Rs.4500

